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SPACE STATION EXPERIMENT DEFINITION:




A preliminary design of an experiment to demonstrate and evaluate long-term cryogenic
fluid storage and transfer technologies has been performed. This Long-Term Cryogenic
Fluid Storage (LTCFS) experiment is a Technology Development Mission (TDM)
experiment proposed by the NASA Lewis Research Center to be deployed on the Initial
Operational Capability (IOC) Space Station. Technologies required by future orbital
cryogenic systems such as Orbital Transfer Vehicles (OTV's) were defined, and critical
technologies requking demonstration were chosen to be included in the experiment. A









The development status of advanced technologies required for the LTCFS experiment is




A Technology Development Mission (TDM) experiment was defined by the NASA Lewis
Research Center to demonstrate and evaluate long-term cryogenic fluid storage and
transfer technok)gies. The Long-Term Cryogenic Fluid Storage (LTCFS3 experiment isto
be deployed on the Initial Operational Capability C[OC) Space Station. Cryogenic
technologies required by future orbital systems were investigated, and critical
technologies required by these systems were chosen for inclusion in the experiment. A
conceptual design for this experiment was developed, and Space Station interface and
resource requirements were defined and entered into the NASA Space Station data
base. An overall program plan for hardware development and on-orbit testing was
completed, including Rough-Order-of-Magnitude (ROM) costing. The overall study
objectives are as follows:
0 DEFINE THE REQUIREMENTSFOR A CRYOGENICFLUID STORAGE AND TRANSFEREXPERIMENTIN THE
FORM OF A SPACE STATION TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTMISSION (TDM) SO THAT SPACE STATION
DESIGN DEVELOPMENTEFFORTS WILL MEET FUTURE PROGRAM NEEDS
o IDENTIFYCRITICAL CRYOGENICFLUID MANAGEMENTTECHNOLOGIESTHAT REQUIREEVALUATIONWITH
NASA LERC'S PROPOSEDTDM
o DEVELOP A CONCEPTUALEXPERIMENTDESIGN FOR THE TDM WHICH ACCOMMODATESTHE TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATIONOBJECTIVES IN A TIMELY MANNER
o DEFINE AND DOCUMENTTHE SPACE STATION INTERFACEAND RESOURCEREQUIREMENTSNECESSARYTO
SUPPORT THE TDM




The conceptual design of the LTCFS experiment is modular, allowing testing to be
performed in the three phases described below. The modularity of the experiment allows
for maximum flexibility in experiment development and scheduling. Over the four-year
experiment period, modules will be added to the initial configuration to perform
additional testing. This modularity also allows a wide range of potential future uses of
the experiment after experiment termination.
o THE LONG TERM CRYOGENICFLUID STORAGE EXPERIMENT IS MODULAR,CONSISTINGOF THREE PHASES







o THE EXPERIMENTWILL BE DEPLOYEDON THE IOC SPACE STATION FOR A PERIOD OF FOUR YEARS
o MODULES WILL BE ADDED TO THE PHASE I HARDWARETO RECONFIGURETHE EXPERIMENTFOR PHASE II
AND Ill TESTING
o THE LTCFS EXPERIMENTCOULD BE UTILIZEDFOR FURTHER ORBITAL TESTING OR FOR SPACE STATION
CRYOGENICSTORAGE AFTER TERMINATIONOF PHASE I-Ill TESTING
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pEI_w. I DESCRIPTION
Phase I of the experiment, depicted in Figure i, will test passive thermal control
technologies that are utilized to achieve long term storage of cryogens. The Phase I
hardware consists of a 6.5 m 3 (228 ft3) _quid hydrogen dewar supported in a structure
that will be mounted to the Space Station truss structure. The experiment dewar will
u_e numerous advanced technologies, such as dual stage supports and a thick multi-
layer insulationblanket that allows long term storage of the cryogen. The tank willDe
instrumented to allow on-orbit thermalperformance of the tank to be evaluated. Phase I










































DEMONSTRATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
The technologies listedbelow are those advanced technologies requi_ed in Phase I that
are not yet fullydeveloped for flight. The devek)pment status of these technologies is









LOCKHEED- PODS DESIGN DEVELOPMENTAND HARDWARETESTING
BALL - RITS - DESIGN DEVELOPMENTONLY
GROUNDDEMONSTRATIONSONLY (LOCKHEED, BEECH AIRCRAFT)
CFMFE, AIR FORCE RPL
CFMFE, SHUTTLE PRSA TANKS (VAPOR COOLEDSHIELDS ONLY)
CFMFE, CENTAUR
LONG DURATION EXPOSUREFACILITY (LDEF) PLUS NUMEROUS





GROUNDTESTING HAS BEEN PERFORMED(BOEING)
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PHASE IT DESCRIPTION
Phase ]I of the LTCFS experiment, depicted in Figure 2, will test fluid transfer
technologies. The experiment is reconfigured by adding a module containing a receiver
tank and pressurization system to the Phase I hardware. The receiver tank isa L3 m 3 (45
ft3) soft outer shell tank containing spray nozzles for tank coo]down and a screen
acquisition device to allow backflow into the Phase I supply dewar. The pressurization
system utilizes a metal hydride compressor that collects boiloff from the supply and
receiver tanks, and stores it in a 0.6 m 3 (21 ft 3), 3.4 m Pa (500 psia) pressurant
accumulator. When the accumulator is fully charged, a transfer operation from the
supply tank to the receiver tank is performed. The thermalperformance of the receiver
tank will also be eva/uated during Phase IL Phase II testing will be performed for a


















TANK CONTROLLER METAL HYDRIDE















DEMONSTRATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
The technologies listedbelow are those advanced technologies required in Phase IIthat
are not yet fullydeveloped for flight. The development status of these technologies is





LOW HEAT LEAK VALVES





SOFT OUTER SHELL TANK
SOFT OUTER SHELL PERFORMANCEDEGRADATION
DEVELOPMENTSTATUS/PROGRAMS
CFMFE













Phase ]]I of the experiment, depicted in Figure 3, will test active refrigeration
technologies. The experiment is reconfigured by interfacing an active refrigeration unit
with the Phase I supply dewar. This refrigeration unit will circulate coolant through a
parallel path within the supply dewar's thermodynamic vent system to provide refrigera-
tion to the tank and reduce or eliminate tank boiloff. The Phase I[I module will u_e a
high reliability,long-lifetim e cryogenic refrigerator.
























DEMONSTRATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
The technologies listed below are those advanced technologies required in Phase TITthat
are not yet fully developed for flight. The development status of these technologies is
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The table shown below lists the advanced technok)gies required by Orbital Transfer
Vehicle (OTV) cryogenic systems. All technologies listedrequire some amount of future
development or flighttesting prior to utilization. These requirements are outlined for
the Resupply Tanker that delivers propellant to low-earth orbit,the Space Station Tank
Farm that stores the propellant prior to OTV refueling,and the OTV itself. Also listed
under the heading of Future Experiments are the technologies that are to be developed
and/or demonstrated by the Cryogenic Fluid Management Flight Experiment (CFMFE)
and the LTCFS experiment. This sum mary was a resultof the technology investigation
performed during the design study that chose criticaltechnologies to be included in the













Low Heat Leak Values









Refrigerator to 5.S. Thermal Bus HEX
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
RESUPPLY SPACE STATION






































































The table shown below is identical to the previous table, but outlines technology issues
involved with future orbital systems. These issues include orbital environment
phenomena, fluid management, and logistics. As before, issues that will be addressed by
the CFMFE and LTCFS experiment are also listed.
INVESTIGATED PHENOMENA
Long-Term Stratification Effects











































































The technologies listed be/ow are required by the LTCFS experiment but have no current
flight development scheduled. Also shown are issues and technologies for which no
development testing is currently defined.





LOW HEAT LEAK VALVES





o THE FOLLOWINGTECHNOLOGIESHAVE NO CURRENT OR SIGNIFICANTPAST DEVELOPMENTPROGRAMS:
LOW-G LONG TERM STRATIFICATION
SOFT OUTER SHELL PERFORMANCEDEGRADATION
BOILOFF COLLECTIONFOR EXTERNAL PRESSURIZATION
CRYOGENICCOOLANT CIRCULATOR
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